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ABSTRACT: State-of-the-art climate models exhibit significant spread in the climatological value of atmospheric short-
wave absorption (SWA). This study investigates both the possible causes and climatic impacts of this SWA intermodel
spread. The intermodel spread of global-mean SWA largely originates from the intermodel difference in water vapor short-
wave absorptivity. Hence, we alter the water vapor shortwave absorptivity in the Community Earth System Model, version
1, with the Community Atmosphere Model, version 4 (CESM1-CAM4). Increasing the water vapor shortwave absorptivity
leads to a reduction in global-mean precipitation and a La Niña–like cooling over the tropical Pacific. The global-mean
atmospheric energy budget suggests that the precipitation is suppressed as a way to compensate for the increased SWA.
The precipitation reduction is driven by the weakened surface winds, stabilized planetary boundary layer, and surface cool-
ing. The La Niña–like cooling over the tropical Pacific is attributed to the zonal asymmetry of climatological evaporative
damping efficiency and the low cloud enhancement over the eastern basin. Complementary fixed SSTs simulations suggest
that the latter is more fundamental and that it primarily arises from atmospheric processes. Consistent with our experi-
ments, the CMIP5/6 models with a higher global-mean SWA tend to produce tropical Pacific toward a more La Niña–like
mean state, highlighting the possible role of water vapor shortwave absorptivity for shaping the mean-state climate
patterns.

KEYWORDS: Atmospheric circulation; Climate models; Cloud forcing; Coupled models; Model errors;
Parameterization; Radiation budgets; Radiative transfer; Water vapor

1. Introduction

Atmospheric constituents such as water vapor, cloud liquid
water, and aerosols absorb a significant amount of incident
shortwave radiation (SW). Observational estimates indicate
that the atmospheric shortwave absorption (SWA) is as large
as 80 W m22 in the global mean, corresponding to 24% of
incident insolation (Wild et al. 2015). This absorption within
the atmosphere partly sets the atmospheric stability and
global hydrological cycle (Kiehl et al. 1995). Despite its signif-
icance for the climate, models have difficulty in properly simu-
lating the SWA. The recent studies show that the CMIP5
(CMIP6) historical simulations tend to underestimate the
global-mean SWA by 5.6 (4.0) W m22, with a multimodel
mean of 74.4 (76.0) W m22 and a substantial intermodel range
of 9.9 (8.9) W m22 (Wild et al. 2015; Wild 2020).

The large SWA intermodel spread potentially stems from
uncertainties in the SWA by water vapor and aerosols, which
are the dominant factors that introduce errors in radiation
parameterizations (Kim and Ramanathan 2008; Wild 2008;
Pincus et al. 2015). The water vapor is presumably the main
contributor since it largely constitutes the SWA under cloud-
free conditions by 43 W m22 (Kiehl and Trenberth 1997).
Despite continuous efforts of many modeling groups in

improving the parameterization of SWA by water vapor
(Freidenreich and Ramaswamy 1999; Lohmann and Bennartz
2002; Collins et al. 2006; Paynter and Ramaswamy 2014),
some CMIP5 models used outdated schemes (DeAngelis et al.
2015), which possibly contributed to the large SWA intermo-
del spread. The misrepresentation of the aerosol optical prop-
erties and the insufficient inclusion of absorbing aerosols in
some climate models can further contribute to the SWA inter-
model spread (Kim and Ramanathan 2008; Wild 2020).

The uncertainty of SWA among climate models has been
emphasized in studies of the global hydrological cycle intensi-
fication under global warming from the perspective of global-
mean atmospheric energy budget (e.g., Takahashi 2009b).
Associated with the warmer atmospheric column is the
increased atmospheric longwave (LW) radiative cooling,
which should be compensated by other forms of energy
fluxes}SWA, sensible heat flux (SHF), and latent heat flux
(LHF)}in order for the atmosphere to reach a new equilib-
rium state. Increases in LW cooling are primarily balanced by
increases in LHF, corresponding to intensified global- and
annual-mean precipitation (Allen and Ingram 2002; Previdi
2010; O’Gorman et al. 2012; Fläschner et al. 2016). However,
the LHF increase is partially damped by the SWA increase
from atmospheric moistening. Consequently, the models
with smaller SWA increases exhibit larger precipitation
increases. This strong relationship between the SWA and
precipitation responses suggests the need for constraining
the SWA for narrowing the uncertainty in the future projec-
tions of hydrological cycle (Takahashi 2009b; DeAngelis
et al. 2015; Pendergrass 2020).
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The SWA uncertainty has mostly been addressed in the
context of global-mean future projections. Despite the large
intermodel spread of the climatological SWA, its effect on the
mean climate state has not been discussed much in the litera-
ture. Such effect can be inferred from a limited number of
studies that report updated parameterization schemes for
improving the SWA underestimation problem (Arking 1996;
Lohmann and Bennartz 2002; Collins et al. 2006; Paynter and
Ramaswamy 2014). Improved model parameterizations lead
to an increase in SWA, accompanied by a reduction in global-
mean precipitation. However, the global-mean SWA
increases by only ∼1–3 W m22, which is considerably smaller
than the SWA intermodel range of 10 W m22 across the
CMIP ensemble. The small SWA increase led by improved
parameterizations suggests that more dramatic modifications
are required to encompass the range of SWA intermodel
spread in the mean climate state.

In this study, we set out to diagnose the causes of the inter-
model spread in global-mean SWA using the preindustrial
simulations of CMIP5 and CMIP6 models (Taylor et al. 2012;
Eyring et al. 2016). Then, we examine the contribution of
SWA intermodel spread to the mean climate state through
the experiments with Community Earth System Model ver-
sion 1.2.2 (CESM 1.2.2) in which the water vapor SW absorp-
tivity is altered to reproduce the SWA intermodel spread.
Mechanisms are explored by which this SWA forcing modu-
lates the global hydrological cycle and the tropical Pacific SST
pattern. Finally, we apply our experiment results to under-
stand the intermodel spread of the CMIP preindustrial mean
climate, with a focus on the tropical Pacific SST pattern.

2. Methodology

a. Modification of radiative parameterization

We employ the CESM 1.2.2 (Gent et al. 2011), with the
finite-volume Community Atmosphere Model version 4
(CAM4) atmosphere (Neale et al. 2013) and Community
Land Model 4 (CLM4) land (Lawrence et al. 2011) at nominal
28 horizontal resolutions and 26 vertical layers in the atmo-
sphere. The ocean component is Parallel Ocean Program ver-
sion 2 (POP2) (Smith et al. 2010) and the sea ice model is
Community Ice Code version 4 (CICE4) (Hunke and
Lipscomb 2008), each with nominal 18 horizontal resolutions,
and with 60 vertical layers for the ocean.

In CAM4, the SWA by water vapor is parameterized with
Community Atmosphere Model Radiative Transfer (CAM-
RT) scheme following Collins et al. (2006). In CAM-RT, the
contribution of water vapor to SWA is proportional to the
water vapor optical depth (th2o) given by th2o = uki, where u
is the effective water vapor path, representing the mass of
water vapor, k is the absorption coefficient that parameterizes
the degree of SWA per unit water vapor path, and i denotes
an index for seven spectral bands covering the wavenumbers
between 1000 and 18 000 cm21. The parameter k that repre-
sents the water vapor SW absorptivity primarily controls the
performance of parameterization.

We alter the SWA by water vapor by multiplying the water
vapor SW absorptivity (k) by the factors of 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, and
1.2 for all seven spectral bands}these experiments are
respectively named k60, k80, k100, and k120. The multiplica-
tion factors are chosen in such a way that the global-mean
SWA of our two extreme experiments approximately covers
the range of the intermodel spread in CMIP5/6 (Fig. 1). All
experiments are run with the preindustrial boundary condi-
tions for 150 years on the fully atmosphere–ocean coupled
model (which we refer to as FOM, for full ocean model). We
use the last 50-yr average for the FOM analysis, when the
global-mean surface temperature and net top-of-atmosphere
(TOA) radiation show small temporal fluctuations (not
shown). The experiments are also performed with the SSTs
fixed to 1870–99 climatology of the observational dataset
from Hurrell et al. (2008) (referred to as FSST), which are
integrated for 30 years including the 20-yr spinup period.

b. Decomposition of the change in radiative fluxes

The variables that determine radiative fluxes in climate
models include temperature, gas concentration, surface
albedo, cloud, and aerosol. Soden and Held (2006) proposed
a radiative kernel technique, which approximately quantifies
the contribution of each climate variable to radiative flux
changes. Using the CESM-CAM5 radiative kernel data from
Pendergrass et al. (2018), the LW changes at TOA and sur-
face (with the sign convention that downward is positive) are
decomposed with a small error (Fig. S1 in the online
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FIG. 1. Global-mean atmospheric shortwave absorption (SWA)
for clear-sky and all-sky fluxes, averaged for the last 100 years of
the preindustrial simulation in 34 CMIP5 (green circles) and
43 CMIP6 (blue circles) models, with the respective multimodel
mean in open circles. The CMIP models used in this study are
summarized in Table S1. The correlation and regression coeffi-
cients of CMIP models are inserted at the lower right corner. The
correlation coefficient is statistically different from zero at the
95% confidence level using the t test. Asterisks denote the CESM
FOM results with a varying water vapor shortwave absorptivity.
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supplemental material), following the procedure in Soden
et al. (2008). By contrast, the SW changes cannot be decom-
posed using the radiative kernel alone in our experiments
because the SW radiative parameterization is modified by the
water vapor SW absorptivity. Instead, we develop an exten-
sion of the approximate partial radiative perturbation
(APRP) method (Taylor et al. 2007) and combine it with the
radiative kernel technique to isolate the effect of water vapor
SW absorptivity.

In the APRP method, a one-layer radiation model with
seven radiative properties approximates the interactions of
SW fluxes within a single climate state. These seven proper-
ties are atmospheric absorption and reflection, and surface
albedo, each of which is separately estimated for clear and
overcast skies, and a cloud area fraction. By fitting the seven
radiative properties to the total cloud area fraction and SW
fluxes from standard model output, the interactions that result
in SW fluxes within each climate state can be captured with
reasonable accuracy. Comparison can be made between two
climate states by making perturbations to radiative properties
to attribute the net TOA SW responses to the various combi-
nations of radiative property changes (see the appendix for
details). APRP allows us to reasonably separate the TOA SW
responses to the radiative effects of changes in surface albedo,
cloud, and non-cloud atmospheric constituents, which are
poorly captured with the kernel technique due to nonlinear
interactions that are nonetheless straightforward in the
APRP framework (Yoshimori et al. 2011; Hwang et al.
2013; Frey et al. 2017; Zelinka et al. 2020). Furthermore, it
relies on variables that are commonly archived for climate
model simulations.

Here, we extend the conventional APRP method focusing
on atmospheric SW fluxes to the surface SW fluxes. We do
this while maintaining the assumption of simultaneous atmo-
spheric absorption and reflection at the first pass among infi-
nite passes through a one-layer radiation model, motivated by
Donohoe and Battisti (2011). We apply this assumption to the
estimation of cloud radiative effects following Taylor et al.
(2007):

dSW � dSWaprp
a 1 dSWaprp

cld 1 dSWaprp
ncld , (1)

where d indicates the difference between two climate states,
SW indicates the shortwave flux at either TOA or surface,
the superscript aprp denotes the calculation method, and
the subscripts a, cld, and ncld denote, respectively, the con-
tribution from the surface albedo, cloud, and non-cloud
atmospheric constituents. The derivation for the extended
APRP method is given in the appendix. We verify the skill
of the modified APRP technique by comparing the SW flux
change at the surface (with the sign convention that down-
ward is positive) in response to the perturbation in SWA in
our CESM experiments with the sum of the APRP compo-
nents; APRP successfully reproduces the climate model
(Fig. S2). Note that we not only use the APRP and radiative
kernel method for the responses in one climate model, but
also apply it to the intermodel spread, by setting multimodel
mean as the reference climate state and individual models
as target climate states.

For the differences between the experiments with altered
water vapor shortwave absorptivity, a combination of the
above APRP and radiative kernel methods allows us to attri-
bute the downward positive SW flux responses to changes in
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FIG. 2. The attribution of the intermodel spread of global-mean SWA to the intermodel spread in the following radiative proper-
ties: SWAaprp

S , SWAaprp
a , SWAaprp

clt , SWAaprp
mcld

, SWAaprp
gcld

, SWAaprp
mclr

, and SWAaprp
gclr

, which respectively denote the SWA associated with the
solar insolation (S), surface albedo (a), total-column cloud area fraction (clt), cloud absorptivity (mcld), cloud reflectivity (gcld), clear-sky
absorptivity (mclr), and clear-sky reflectivity (gclr). The CMIP models are colored according to the global-mean SWA (circles for CMIP5
and squares for CMIP6) and the CESM FOM (asterisk) and FSST (plus sign) results are juxtaposed on the right. The multimodel mean of
CMIP5/6 is treated as the reference climatology when applying the APRP method. The multimodel mean of SWA is added to the analysis.
The correlation coefficients of each component to the model SWA are inserted separately for CMIP5 and CMIP6 at the bottom of the fig-
ure, with the statistically significant values at the 95% confidence level in bold.
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surface albedo, cloud, specific humidity (q), and the direct forc-
ing from the altered water vapor shortwave absorptivity (k):

dSW � dSWaprp
a 1 dSWaprp

cld 1 dSWkernel
q 1 dSWk, (2)

dSWk � dSWaprp
ncld 2 dSWkernel

q , (3)

where the superscripts denote the calculation method. In our
experiments, the SW response due to the changes in non-
cloud atmospheric constituents dSWaprp

ncld can only result from
changes in specific humidity or water vapor SW absorptivity.
Hence, we obtain the forcing term dSWk by subtracting the
specific humidity contribution calculated with the radiative
kernel technique dSWkernel

q from dSWaprp
ncld [Eq. (3)].

c. Diagnostic equation for SST changes

To understand changes in the SST pattern, the energy bud-
get equation for ocean mixed layer is reformulated to approx-
imately quantify the relative contributions of each surface flux
component to the regional SST changes (Xie et al. 2010;
Zhang and Li 2014). Assuming an equilibrium in the ocean
mixed layer, the anomalous heat budget equation for the
mixed layer is

0 � dSWsfc 1 dLWsfc 2 dLHF 2 dSHF 1 dOHT, (4)

where LHF is latent heat flux, SHF is sensible heat flux, and
OHT is the convergence of oceanic heat transport by three-
dimensional advection, which is substituted by the net upward
surface heat flux following Xie et al. (2010). Using the bulk
formula, LHF can be expressed as a function of surface tem-
perature, near-surface relative humidity, near-surface atmo-
spheric stability, and wind speed. Therefore, dLHF can be
decomposed into the components due to the surface tempera-
ture change (dTs) and others (Jia and Wu 2013), then
substituted into Eq. (4):

0 � dSWsfc 1 dLWsfc 2 bLHF
( )

dTs

2 dLHFothers 2 dSHF 1 dOHT, (5)

where the overbar indicates the reference climatology
and b � Ly=RyT2

s , with latent heat of vaporization Ly =
2.5 3 106 J kg21 and Ry = 461.5 J kg21 K21. The term
dLHFothers denotes dLHF due to factors other than surface
temperature change, calculated as dLHFothers � dLHF2

LHF=Ts
( )

dTs � dLHF2 bLHF
( )

dTs [see Eq. (5) in Zhang
and Li (2014)]. Equation (5) then can be reformulated to a
diagnostic equation for the SST changes:

dTs � dSWsfc 1 dLWsfc 2 dLHFothers 2 dSHF 1 dOHT
bLHF

: (6)

Note that the denominator in Eq. (6) bLHF � LHF=Ts

denotes the degree of LHF change in response to unit SST
increase for each model grid, representing the climatological
evaporative damping efficiency. This evaporative damping

efficiency is shown to dominate the spatial structure of net
surface flux sensitivity to unit SST change over the tropics
(Zhang and Li 2014). Hence, among various surface flux com-
ponents in Eq. (4), only dLHF is expressed as function of dTs

in order to use evaporative damping efficiency as denomina-
tor in Eq. (6) while avoiding the complexity from other SST-
dependent terms of dLWsfc and dSHF.

3. Results

a. Intermodel spread of SWA in CMIP

To characterize the SWA intermodel spread in the state-of-
the-art climate models, we calculate the global-mean SWA
for all-sky and clear-sky fluxes for the preindustrial climate in
34 CMIP5 and 43 CMIP6 models (Fig. 1), where SWA is
defined as the difference between net downward SW flux at
the TOA and surface. The maximum range of the spread for
all-sky fluxes is 10.6 W m22. The spread originates mostly
from the clear-sky component, indicated by the large
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FIG. 3. (a) The intermodel standard deviation of the SWA asso-
ciated with the clear-sky absorptivity (SWAaprp

mclr
). (b) The correla-

tion coefficients between SWAaprp
mclr

at each model grid point and
the global-mean SWAaprp

mclr
. Both the CMIP5 and CMIP6 models

are used in the analysis, but considering CMIP5/6 separately yields
similar results.
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correlation coefficient of 0.90 and a regression coefficient
close to one. We then use the APRP method to further inves-
tigate the causes of the intermodel spread in global-mean
SWA (Fig. 2). The sum of all radiative components from
APRP coincides well with the model SWA, indicating that
this method can be used to explain the intermodel spread.
The SWA intermodel spread originates mostly from the inter-
model differences in the clear-sky absorptivity (SWAaprp

mclr
),

indicated by the high correlation and the comparable range
between the model SWA and SWAaprp

mclr
, for both the CMIP5

and CMIP6 ensembles.
The geographical distribution of the intermodel spread in

SWAaprp
mclr

provides insight into the origin of the SWA intermo-
del spread (Figs. 3a,b). The clear-sky SWA occurs through
atmospheric gases including water vapor, which have a rela-
tively zonally symmetric distribution over the globe, and aero-
sols, with localized peaks over the deserts in northern Africa
and central Asia where the aerosol optical depth is high due
to natural aerosol emissions (Fiedler et al. 2019). To explore
the effect of the spatial pattern of SWA on the global-mean
SWA, we calculate the intermodel correlation coefficients
between SWAaprp

mclr
at each grid point and its global mean

(Fig. 3b). Equatorward of 608, where most of the global-mean
SWA occurs (e.g., 92.7% based on the multimodel mean of
CMIP5/6 preindustrial climate), ocean regions with lower
aerosol optical depth exhibit high correlation coefficients,
whereas the desert regions with high natural aerosol emis-
sions show relatively low correlations. Since the gaseous
absorption dominates over the ocean but coincides with the
aerosol absorption over the deserts, high correlations over the
ocean indicate that the uncertainty of gaseous absorption con-
tributes most to the intermodel spread in global-mean SWA.

The intermodel spread of gaseous SWA should largely
originate from the differences in water vapor absorption,
which constitutes almost 72% of the total gaseous SWA
(Kiehl and Trenberth 1997). The differences can be further
ascribed to 1) the water vapor distribution (the amount and
the spatial pattern) and 2) radiative parameterization of the
water vapor SWA (how much SW is absorbed by given
amount of water vapor). First, we estimate the effect of the
water vapor distribution by comparing the global-mean
SWAaprp

mclr
with the global-mean SWAkernel

q using the same
specific humidity radiative kernel for all models (Fig. 4a).
Adopting the same radiative kernel excludes the contribu-
tion from differences in parameterization among models.
The intermodel variance in SWAkernel

q is only 6.6% of that in
SWAaprp

mclr
, indicating that the uncertainty in parameteriza-

tions is mostly responsible for the intermodel spread of
global-mean SWA.
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FIG. 4. (a) The scatterplot between the global-mean SWA esti-
mated from the specific humidity radiative kernel (SWAkernel

q )and
that associated with the clear-sky absorptivity (SWAaprp

mclr
). Green

(blue) circles denote the CMIP5 (CMIP6) preindustrial simulations.
Note that the multimodel mean of CMIP5/6 is treated as the refer-
ence climatology in the radiative kernel calculation. The multimo-
del mean of global-mean SWA is added in the analysis. (b) The
clear-sky atmospheric SW absorptivity with respect to the column-
integrated water vapor. Green (blue) solid lines indicate the
CMIP5 (CMIP6) models, and the achromatic colored lines indicate
the CESM experiments with FOM in solid and FSST in dashed.
(c) The contribution of the intermodel spread in the linear regres-
sion slopes and y intercepts of the absorption curves to the intermo-
del spread of SW absorptivity at the reference water vapor amount

←−
wref = 37.5 kg m22. The achromatic colored asterisks indicate the
CESM FOM experiments. The correlation coefficients of each con-
tribution and the intermodel spread of global-mean SWA are
inserted in the lower right corner. The values in the parentheses are
the correlation coefficients excluding four outliers, CMIP5 GISS
models (Table S1).
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To evaluate the uncertainty in parameterization of SWA by
water vapor among models, the clear-sky absorptivity}clear-
sky SWA divided by solar insolation}at each grid point over
the tropical ocean (308S–308N) is averaged after sorting
into corresponding bins of column-integrated water vapor
amount, providing the absorption curve for each model as in
DeAngelis et al. (2015) (Fig. 4b). To distinguish the contribu-
tion of intermodel differences in the slopes and y intercepts in
driving the intermodel differences in the absorption curve, we
calculate the linear regression line for each model: yi = aiw1 bi,
where ai and bi indicate the best-fit slope and the y intercept for
each model i within the range of column-integrated water vapor
amount w. The contribution of different slopes to the absorp-
tion curves is estimated as yi( )slopes � aiwref 1 b, by using the
reference water vapor amount wref = 37.5 kg m22, and the mul-
timodel mean intercept b with the slope for each model ai. Simi-
larly, the contribution of different intercepts is estimated as
yi( )intercepts � awref 1 bi with the multimodel mean slope a and
the y intercept for each model bi. Figure 4c indicates that
the differences in absorption curves mostly originate from a
large range of y intercepts, rather than slopes. This means
that a different degree of absorptivity for the given amount
of water vapor across models contributes most to the
intermodel spread of global-mean SWA climatology. The
absorptivity for a given amount of water vapor is higher
in CMIP6 than CMIP5 on average, which explains the par-
tial increase in global-mean SWA from CMIP5 to CMIP6
(Fig. 1). Note that differences in the slope of absorption cur-
ves}different degrees of absorptivity enhancement per unit

water vapor increase}are important for explaining the
intermodel uncertainty in SWA enhancement with global
warming (DeAngelis et al. 2015). This implies that different
aspects of water vapor SWA parameterization matter for
the uncertainty in future projections compared to the mean
climate state.

This leads us to ask, what is the impact of the SWA inter-
model spread on mean climate state? We address this ques-
tion by altering the water vapor SW absorptivity in CESM, as
described in section 2a. The experiments capture the intermo-
del spread in the intercepts of the absorption curves while
retaining a similar slope, roughly consistent with the behavior
of the CMIP models (Fig. 4b). We next examine the effects of
varying water vapor SW absorptivity on a wide range of cli-
mate patterns, including the SST, precipitation, and large-
scale atmospheric circulation.

b. Overarching response in water vapor SW absorptivity
experiments

To understand the effect of the increased water vapor SW
absorptivity, the results from the lowest absorptivity (k60) are
subtracted from the highest case (k120). Because the climate
responses are generally linear to the degree of absorptivity
enhancement, the results shown for k120 2 k60 are similar to
those for k1002 k60 and k802 k60.

First, the direct effects of the increased absorptivity on the
SW fluxes (dSWk) are calculated following Eq. (3), which we
consider to be the forcing on the climate system (Fig. 5). The
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FIG. 5. The SW forcing due to the increase in water vapor SW absorptivity dSWk (k120 2 k60 in FOM) at the
(a) atmospheric column, (b) surface, and (c) TOA, of which the sign conventions are inward positive in (a) and down-
ward positive in (b) and (c). (d) The change in zonally averaged atmospheric SW heating rate. The black contours in
(a) and (d) indicate the reference climatology (k60).
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atmospheric forcing follows the climatological profile since
the water vapor SW absorptivity is increased in the same pro-
portion globally, yielding a zonally uniform structure with a
maximum value near the equator (Fig. 5a). As the SW radia-
tion is absorbed by the atmosphere before reaching the sur-
face, the increased absorptivity causes a reduction of net
downward SW radiation at the surface (Fig. 5b). Similarly, as
the SW radiation is absorbed before being reflected by the
surface back to the TOA, the net downward TOA SW radia-
tion increases, most notably over the regions with high surface
albedo (Fig. 5c). However, when averaged over the globe, the
SW forcing at TOA is considerably smaller than within the
atmospheric column or at the surface.

As a result of the reduced SW radiation at the surface, the
global-mean surface temperature decreases (Fig. 6a). The dif-
ference in the global-mean surface temperature among the
FOM experiments reaches 20.28 K, which is less than half of
the intermodel standard deviation of 0.63 K in the CMIP5/6
preindustrial simulations. By contrast, the increased SW
absorption within the atmosphere leads to a large reduction
in the global-mean precipitation as much as 0.17 mm day21.
Even without any SST changes in FSST, the global-mean pre-
cipitation is reduced by up to 0.14 mm day21, comparable to
the intermodel standard deviation across the CMIP5/6

ensemble. This is also comparable to the degree of precipita-
tion intensification due to CO2 doubling (Fläschner et al.
2016). The detailed mechanism for the precipitation response
is investigated in sections 3c and 3d.

Despite a largely zonally uniform SW surface forcing over
the ocean (Fig. 5b), the increased water vapor SW absorptiv-
ity features a clear La Niña–like cooling in the tropical Pacific,
with the most pronounced cooling in the eastern basin
(Fig. 6b). The resultant increase in zonal SST gradient across
the tropical Pacific leads to a strengthening and westward
extension of the Walker circulation (Fig. 6c), causing a drier
equatorial Pacific (Fig. 6d). The feedbacks responsible for
such zonal asymmetry will be examined in section 3e.

The vertical structure of the forcing, inferred from the
change in the shortwave heating rate, shows a stronger heat-
ing in the upper than the lower troposphere (Fig. 5d). Asso-
ciated with this enhanced atmospheric stability, the Hadley
circulation weakens, even in the absence of SST changes
(Fig. 7b). The Hadley circulation weakening is amplified in
FOM (Fig. 7a) as the tropical SSTs are allowed to drop
(Fig. 6b). In addition, the Hadley circulation expands pole-
ward (Figs. 7a,b) associated with an increase in the static
stability of the subtropics (Fig. 5d), which shifts the latitude
of baroclinic instability onset poleward (Lu et al. 2007).
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FIG. 6. (a) Global-mean surface temperature and precipitation in the CESM experiments with varying water vapor
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Consequently, the midlatitude barotropic jet shifts poleward
even without any SST changes (Figs. 7c,d).

c. Energy budget response in SWA experiments

As stated in section 1, the change in global-mean LHF is
constrained by the change in atmospheric radiative cooling
and SHF. Thus, one can explain a change in global-mean pre-
cipitation by examining the change in atmospheric energy
budget. Figure 8a compares the global-mean changes in atmo-
spheric energy budget: the SW forcing component (dSWAk),
the SWA change due to the radiative feedbacks (dSWAfdbck),
the change in longwave absorption within the atmosphere
(dLWA), the change in sensible heat flux (dSHF), and the
change in latent heat flux (dLHF). Following Eq. (2),
dSWAfdbck is separated into the contribution from changes in
cloud (dSWAaprp

cld ), specific humidity (dSWAkernel
q ), and sur-

face albedo (dSWAaprp
a ) as shown in Fig. 8b. Similarly, dLWA

is attributed to the changes in atmospheric and surface tem-
perature (dLWAkernel

temp ), cloud (dLWAkernel
cld ), and specific

humidity (dLWAkernel
q ) as shown in Fig. 8c. The detailed

decompositions allow us to explain how the atmospheric
energy components adjust to the atmospheric stabilization
from increased SW forcing (Fig. 5d).

The enhanced water vapor SW absorptivity produces
dSWAk by 9.33 W m22 (9.26 W m22) in FOM (FSST)
(Fig. 8a). This forcing is partly offset by dSWAfdbck, which

mainly occurs through dSWAaprp
cld that compensates 16.8%

(14.8%) of the forcing in FOM (FSST) (Fig. 8b). The
SWAaprp

cld decreases because the increased absorption by water
vapor depletes the SW flux that would otherwise be absorbed
by cloud water, due to an overlap between the absorption
bands of water vapor and cloud water. Both dSWAkernel

q and
dSWAaprp

a are small for both FOM and FSST (Fig. 8b).
The dLWA compensates a further 19.9% (29.3%) of the

forcing in FOM (FSST) (Fig. 8a). Decomposition of dLWA
indicates that both dLWAkernel

temp and dLWAkernel
cld are respon-

sible for the compensation (Fig. 8c). A reduced dLWAkernel
temp

in FSST is associated with the tropospheric temperature
increase (Fig. 9b), which enhances the LW emission toward
the TOA and surface. The dLWAkernel

temp compensation is
weaker with the SST adjustments in FOM (Fig. 8c) because
of the temperature reduction in the lower troposphere fol-
lowing the SST cooling (Fig. 9a). By contrast, a reduced
dLWAkernel

cld (Fig. 8c) is associated with not only the cloud
water reduction in the upper troposphere (Figs. 9c,d), which
decreases the positive LW cloud radiative effect at TOA,
but also the cloud water increase in the lower troposphere,
which enhances the LW emission to the surface. The result-
ing LW changes both at the TOA and surface hence contrib-
ute to negative dLWAkernel

cld . The downward shift of cloud
water from the upper to lower troposphere occurs as the
increased water vapor SW absorptivity suppresses the
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convection, trapping the moisture within the lower tropo-
sphere, leading to a relative humidity reduction in the upper
and increase in the lower troposphere (not shown). Changes
in specific humidity (Figs. 9e,f) have little impact on
dLWAkernel

q (Fig. 8c) because the specific humidity above
700 hPa causes atmospheric LW heating while the specific
humidity below 700 hPa causes atmospheric LW cooling,
according to the specific humidity radiative kernel (Pender-
grass et al. 2018).

Of the forced SW change, dSWAk, 12.4% (11.9%) is
compensated by dSHF in FOM (FSST) (Fig. 8a), resulting
from increased near-surface stability (not shown). The
remaining forcing is compensated by dLHF, which com-
mands 52.4% (43.4%) of the total compensation (Fig. 8a).
We now proceed to understand the atmospheric processes
that drive the evaporation reduction (equivalent to

precipitation reduction) by performing an attribution anal-
ysis using the bulk formula.

d. Mechanism of evaporation reduction

The reduction in evaporation mostly occurs over the
ocean (dLHFOCN), with a minor contribution from the land
(dLHFLND) (Fig. 10). Since the evaporation over the ocean
is parameterized through a bulk formula assuming a satu-
rated surface, dLHFOCN can be decomposed into compo-
nents due to the change in surface wind speed (dLHFWND),
relative humidity at model reference level (dLHFRH), near-
surface atmospheric stability (dLHFDT), and surface tem-
perature dLHFTs following Jia and Wu (2013):

dLHFOCN � LHF
WND

( )
dWND 1

2LHF

e2bDT 2 RH

( )
dRH

1
2bLHF RH

e2bDT 2 RH

( )
d DT( ) 1 bLHF

( )
dTV

� dLHFWND 1 dLHFRH 1 dLHFDT 1 dLHFTs ,

(7)

where the overbar indicates the reference climatology, WND
the surface wind speed, RH the relative humidity at model
reference level, DT = Tref 2 Ts (with Tref being the reference
level temperature and Ts the surface temperature), and
b � Ly=RyT2

s as introduced in section 2c. The similarity
between the sum of all components (SUM) and the actual
model response (dLHFOCN) validates the applicability of this
decomposition (Fig. 10 and Fig. S3).

Three of the components, dLHFWND, dLHFRH, and
dLHFDT, are reduced by a comparable magnitude between
FOM and FSST (Fig. 10). This implies that the atmospheric
processes independent of SST changes are important for the
variations in wind speed, relative humidity, and stability. We
first examine dLHFWND in FSST. As discussed in section 3b,
the increased atmospheric SW heating leads to a weakening
of the Hadley circulation even in the absence of SST changes
(Fig. 7b), reducing the surface wind convergence toward the
ITCZ and subsequently LHFWND over the tropics equator-
ward of 308 (Fig. 11b). LHFWND is also reduced over the
extratropics in association with a poleward shift of the extra-
tropical jet (Fig. 7d), which leads to the negative dLHFWND in
the midlatitudes and the positive dLHFWND at high latitudes
(Fig. 11b). The midlatitude dLHFWND outweighs the high-lat-
itude dLHFWND because LHF is more sensitive to a unit
change in wind speed at lower latitudes, as the sensitivity of
the LHF change is proportional to its climatological magni-
tude (Xie et al. 2010). As the SSTs are allowed to change in
FOM, a La Niña–like cooling intensifies the surface easterlies
in the central Pacific, partially offsetting the reduced
dLHFWND over the tropics (cf. Figs. 11a,b). Hence, FOM
yields a weaker reduction in LHFWND than FSST (Fig. 10).

Next, dLHFRH is strongly correlated with the changes in
planetary boundary layer (PBL) height (r = 0.81) regardless
of the SST configuration (Figs. 11c,d). Enhanced heating aloft
stabilizes the atmosphere over the ocean, as discussed in
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FIG. 8. (a) The change in global-mean energy budget due to the
water vapor SW absorptivity increase. (b) The decomposition of
dSWAfdbck into the change due to the cloud (dSWAaprp

cld ), specific
humidity (dSWAkernel

q ) and surface albedo (dSWAaprp
a ). (c) The

decomposition of dLWA into the change due to the surface and
atmospheric temperature (dLWAkernel

temp ), cloud (dLWAkernel
cld ), and

specific humidity (dLWAkernel
q ). Asterisks indicate FOM results

and plus symbols indicate FSST results, with the bars indicating the
largest response k1202 k60 for reference (closed bar for FOM and
open bar for FSST).
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section 3b, resulting in a shallower PBL. The contracted PBL
raises the relative humidity at the model reference level,
thereby reducing LHFRH. Finally, the negative dLHFDT is
associated with an increase in the near-surface atmospheric
stability due to the larger heating in the atmosphere than at
the surface, for both FOM and FSST. Thus, the evaporation is
largely reduced by atmospheric processes, leaving 24.4% of
reduction by dLHFTs in FOM (Fig. 10). The SST cooling
decreases saturation vapor pressure at the ocean surface,
amplifying the evaporation reduction in FOM compared to
FSST.

Then, how does reduction of evaporation act to compen-
sate for increased SWA aloft? The evaporation reduction
near the surface curtails the moisture supply to the free atmo-
sphere, effectively reducing the convective heating within the
atmospheric column. Indeed, the atmospheric temperature
tendency due to moist processes decreases significantly in the
free atmosphere, compensating the increase in atmospheric
SW heating most strongly among all physics terms in the
atmospheric temperature tendency equation (not shown).
This result indicates the strong coupling between evaporation,

convection, and atmospheric SW heating, as described by the
theoretical framework in Takahashi (2009a).

e. Tropical Pacific SST pattern response in SWA
experiments

In response to the increased water vapor SW absorptivity,
the SST in the eastern equatorial Pacific (58S–58N,
2308–2708E) decreases while the SST in the western equato-
rial Pacific (58S–58N, 1208–1608E) changes little, resembling a
La Niña–like cooling pattern (Fig. 6b). The eastern Pacific
cooling response is significant at the 95% confidence level and
is comparable to one intermodel standard deviation calcu-
lated from the CMIP5/6 preindustrial simulations (not
shown). To understand the SST pattern formation, we decom-
pose the SST changes in the western and eastern equatorial
Pacific into contributions related to surface flux variations
using Eq. (6) (Fig. 12). Note that only the relevant terms are
shown for simplicity.

The enhanced zonal SST gradient across the equatorial
Pacific arises from the SW component (dTSW), while all other
components act to offset the zonal asymmetry (Fig. 12a). The
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FIG. 9. The difference between k120 and k60 in zonally averaged (a) atmospheric temperature, (c) cloud liquid
water (shading) and cloud ice water (contours with positive in solid and negative in dashed; interval = 2 3 1027), and
(e) specific humidity in FOM. (b),(d),(f) As in (a), (c), and (e), but in FSST.
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zonal asymmetry in dTSW results from both the forcing
(dTSW,k) and the SW cloud effect (dTSW,cld). The LW compo-
nent (dTLW) then partially compensates the zonal gradient in
dTSW, mostly through the LW cloud effect (dTLW,cld). The
zonal asymmetry is further compensated by the non-SST-
related evaporation responses (dTLHF,others) while the effect
of SHF (dTSHF) is negligible. The ocean heat transport

component (dTOHT) acts to compensate the strong cooling in
the eastern equatorial Pacific, presumably via a weakened
upwelling associated with the weaker Hadley circulation.

The surface flux analysis of FSST facilitates understanding
of the atmospheric processes responsible for the SST pattern
change (Fig. 12b). We use the FOM climatology in the
denominator when applying Eq. (6) to FSST to clearly
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FIG. 11. The difference between k120 and k60 in (a),(b) the latent heat flux due to the change in surface wind speed
dLHFWND (shading) and surface wind (vectors) and (c),(d) the latent heat flux due to the change in reference-level
relative humidity dLHFRH (shading) and the planetary boundary layer (PBL) height (negative in solid and positive
in dashed; interval = 15 m). The PBL height is derived from the inversion strength and the near-surface wind speed
based on the bulk Richardson method. The pattern correlation coefficient between dLHFRH and the PBL height
response is inserted in the title. Results are for FOM in (a) and (c) and FSST in (b) and (d).
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highlight the effect of surface flux responses. Note that the
results are similar to using the FSST climatology. Even with
the fixed SSTs, both dTSW,k and dTSW,cld exhibit a zonal asym-
metry comparable to those in FOM, implying that those
changes originate from the atmosphere. Since the SW surface
forcing is largely zonally uniform over the tropical Pacific
(Fig. 5b), the only possible way for dTSW,k to exhibit a zonal
asymmetry is through the denominator in Eq. (6), bLHF, rep-
resenting the evaporative damping efficiency (section 2c). The
evaporative damping efficiency is weaker in the climatologi-
cally colder eastern equatorial Pacific than in the climatologi-
cally warmer western equatorial Pacific (Zhang and Li 2014).
Therefore, the same magnitude of SW forcing translates into
a stronger SST response over the eastern than the western
equatorial Pacific.

Also, dTSW,cld causes a strong cooling in the eastern equato-
rial Pacific even with fixed SSTs (Fig. 12b), in response to
localized increase in low cloud (Fig. 13b). In CAM4, noncon-
vective clouds}layered and low-level marine stratus
clouds}are parameterized in terms of the relative humidity
and/or the lower-tropospheric stability (Neale et al. 2010).
Hence, the increase in low cloud amount over the eastern
equatorial Pacific can be explained by the increase in lower-
tropospheric relative humidity (Fig. 13f), which arises from
more specific humidity being trapped in the lower tropo-
sphere and is associated with a shrinking of the PBL. The
PBL height is lowered due to a larger SW heating rate
increase in the lower troposphere (Fig. 13d), as the SW heat-
ing rate changes in proportion to its climatological magnitude.

The increase in lower-tropospheric stability, inferred from the
change in potential temperature (Fig. 13h), can also lead to
increased low cloud. The eastern equatorial Pacific exhibits a
larger low cloud increase in FOM than in FSST
(cf. Figs. 13a,b), indicating that the dynamical feedback asso-
ciated with the stronger Walker circulation acts to further
lower the PBL and increase the lower tropospheric stability.
The cooled eastern equatorial Pacific strengthens the zonal
SST gradient across the equatorial Pacific, enhancing the sur-
face easterlies over the central Pacific, and thereby further
propagating the cooling westward to form an overall La
Niña–like cooling pattern.

4. Implications for the spread among CMIP models

Our water vapor SW absorptivity experiments imply that
all else being equal, the climate models with a higher water
vapor SW absorptivity would have less global-mean precipita-
tion and a more La Niña–like SST pattern over the tropical
Pacific. In this section, we evaluate how our experimental
results can be applied to explain the mean-state differences
among CMIP5/6 models (Fig. 14).

We first examine whether the intermodel spread of global-
mean precipitation can be explained by global-mean SWA.
Unlike our CESM experiments, the CMIP5/6 models do not
show any significant relationship between global-mean precip-
itation and SWA (Fig. 14a). Further analysis of the global-
mean energy budget reveals that the global-mean precipita-
tion has a significant correlation with LWA in CMIP5 and
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FIG. 12. The decomposition of the SST responses in the western (120–1608E) and eastern (2308–2708E) equatorial
(58S–58N) Pacific to the components related to surface flux responses in (a) FOM and (b) FSST. Left (right) bar of
each pair corresponds to the western (eastern) equatorial Pacific, marked by black rectangles in Fig. 6b. The dT is the
actual model response, and SUM is the summation of all components. The detailed description for each component is
provided in section 3e.
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SHF in CMIP6 (Fig. S4). In addition, the intermodel standard
deviation of SWA is the smallest among all atmospheric
energy components, amounting to only half that of LWA
(Fig. S4). Thus, for the preindustrial mean state of CMIP
ensemble, the intermodel spread of global-mean precipitation
is dominated by factors other than the SWA intermodel
spread.

We next examine whether the intermodel spread in the spa-
tial pattern of equatorial Pacific SST is related to global-mean

SWA. As in our CESM experiments, the CMIP5/6 models with
a larger global-mean SWA tend to exhibit a larger zonal SST
contrast along the equatorial Pacific (DSSTEW), defined as the
SST difference between the eastern (2308–2708E) and the west-
ern (1208–1608E) equatorial (58S–58N) Pacific (Fig. 14b). This
is also confirmed by regression of equatorial Pacific SST onto
global-mean SWA (gray in Figs. 15a,b). To examine whether
the same mechanism is at play in the CESM experiments and
CMIP5/6, we quantify the contribution of each surface flux
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FIG. 13. The difference between k120 and k60 in the equatorial (58S–58N) vertical profile of (a),(b) cloud area frac-
tion, (c),(d) atmospheric SW heating rate, (e),(f) relative humidity, and (g),(h) potential temperature in (left) FOM
and (right) FSST. The contours in (a) and (b) are the nonconvective cloud responses (interval = 0.8%). The contours
in (c) and (d) are the climatological profile of the atmospheric SW heating rate (interval = 1.5 3 1026 K s21). The
eastern (2308–2708E) and western (1208–1608E) equatorial Pacific are marked by black lines on the horizontal axis.
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component to the intermodel spread in SST pattern using
Eq. (6). The multimodel mean is used for the reference clima-
tology in Eq. (6) and d denotes the deviation from the multi-
model mean. For each component, the area average for the
tropical Pacific (208S–208N, 1008–2708E) is subtracted to high-
light the spatial pattern, denoted by an asterisk.

The equatorial Pacific SST pattern (SST*) associated with
each surface flux component is regressed onto the global-
mean SWA among the preindustrial simulations of CMIP5
and CMIP6 models (Figs. 15a,b). Only the relevant SW com-
ponents are displayed, with statistically significant results in
bold. In both CMIP5 and CMIP6, higher global-mean SWA is
associated with a cooler eastern equatorial Pacific due to the
SW cloud effect (SST*

SW,cld) (blue dashed lines in Figs. 15a,b)
but the relationship in CMIP5 is insignificant at the 95% con-
fidence level. The cooling signal of SST*

SW,cld over the eastern
equatorial Pacific is consistent with our CESM experiments,
in which the SWA increase leads to the eastern Pacific low
cloud enhancement. In addition, the clear-sky SW absorptiv-
ity (SST*

SW,mclr
) contributes to cooling over the eastern equato-

rial Pacific with increasing global-mean SWA (blue dotted
lines in Figs. 15a,b). As addressed in section 3a, spread in the
clear-sky SW absorptivity induces spread of SW fluxes that is
largely zonally uniform over the tropical Pacific (Fig. 3a).
However, the zonal contrast in the evaporative damping effi-
ciency results in a stronger cooling by SST*

SW,mclr
over the east-

ern than the western basin, as in our CESM experiments.
To recap, the models with a higher global-mean SWA

exhibit a stronger cooling by SST*
SW over the eastern equato-

rial Pacific in the preindustrial simulations of both CMIP5
and CMIP6, mostly resulting from SST*

SW,cld, with a smaller
contribution from SST*

SW,mclr
(Figs. 15a,b and Fig. S5). An

analogous regression analysis with the AMIP simulations
(Figs. 15a,b and Fig. S5) suggests that the intermodel relation-
ships regarding SST*

SW,cld and SST*
SW,mclr

largely arise from the
intermodel differences in atmospheric rather than oceanic or

coupled processes. The dominance of atmospheric processes
further ensures that SST*

SW,mclr
and SST*

SW,cld signals congruent
with the global-mean SWA in the CMIP5/6 originate from
mechanisms common to our CESM experiments (cf. the
CMIP ensemble and the CESM experiment results in
Figs. S5b,c), although the CMIP intermodel range in
SST*

SW,cld over the eastern equatorial Pacific is 4 times as large
as the range produced by varying the water vapor SW absorp-
tivity in CESM (Fig. S5b). This indicates that the uncertainties
unrelated to the SWA intermodel spread could be responsible
for a large fraction of the intermodel difference in low clouds.

We now compare the effect of SWA intermodel spread
with the effect of other processes in creating the zonal SST
asymmetry in the equatorial Pacific. For this purpose, the
equatorial Pacific SST* related to the individual surface flux
components are regressed onto DSSTEW (Figs. 15c,d). In
CMIP5, a strong cooling over the eastern equatorial Pacific by
ocean heat transport (SST*

OHT) is most responsible for a large
DSSTEW (Fig. 15c). This is consistent with previous studies
that emphasize the uncertainty in ocean dynamics for intro-
ducing the intermodel spread in the tropical Pacific SST pat-
tern (Zheng et al. 2012; Li et al. 2015; Burls et al. 2017). In
CMIP6, on the other hand, the SW cloud effect (SST*

SW,cld) is
most responsible for cooling over the eastern equatorial
Pacific, with a weak contribution from SST*

OHT (Fig. 15d).
This implies an importance of the SWA intermodel spread for
the uncertainty of tropical Pacific SST pattern among CMIP6
models, because the intermodel spread of SST*

SW,cld over the
eastern basin is congruent with the SWA intermodel spread
(Fig. 15b and Fig. S5b). As the SW cloud effect increases the
east–west contrast in the equatorial Pacific SST, the easterly
trade winds strengthen and consequently the non-SST-related
evaporation (SST*

LHF,others) induces a cooling signal extending
from the eastern to the central Pacific (Fig. 15d). Hence this
SST*

LHF,others signal acts to amplify the zonal asymmetry asso-
ciated with SST*

SW,cld.
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FIG. 14. The scatterplots between the global-mean SWA and (a) global-mean precipitation and (b) zonal asymme-
try of the SST between the eastern (2308–2708E) and western (1208–1608E) equatorial (58S–58N) Pacific. Green
(blue) circles denote the preindustrial simulation of CMIP5 (CMIP6). The FOM experiments with varying water
vapor shortwave absorptivity are represented by asterisks. The correlation coefficient is calculated respectively for
FOM and CMIP5/6, of which the statistically significant value at the 95% confidence level using a t test is inserted as
bold text.
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5. Summary and conclusions

In this study, we investigate the effect of SWA intermodel
spread on the mean climate state. First, the large intermodel
spread of global-mean SWA in CMIP models is shown to be
primarily due to the uncertainty in water vapor SW absorptiv-
ity through an analysis combining the APRP method and
radiative kernel technique. To isolate the effect of the SWA
intermodel spread on the preindustrial climate simulations,
we carry out model experiments where the water vapor SW
absorptivity is altered in the radiative transfer code of
CESM1.2.2 with CAM4 atmospheric physics. Our CESM
experiments reveal that an increase in the water vapor SW
absorptivity induces 1) a significant global-mean precipitation
reduction (Fig. 6a) and 2) a La Niña–like cooling pattern over
the tropical Pacific (Fig. 6b).

The global-mean precipitation change is analyzed in the
framework of the atmospheric energy budget. Higher water
vapor SW absorptivity increases the global-mean SWA, which
is partially compensated by the reduction in SW absorption
by clouds. The SWA increase heats the atmosphere and cools
the surface, enhancing atmospheric LW cooling. The resulting
increase in atmospheric stability shifts cloud water from the
upper to the lower troposphere, further enhancing the LW
compensation. As a result, the radiative cooling and the SHF
reduction compensate about half of the SWA increase

induced by the increase in water vapor SW absorptivity, leav-
ing the other half to be compensated by a reduction of precip-
itation (and evaporation).

We undertake a complementary exploration of the mech-
anisms responsible for the evaporation reduction by decom-
posing the bulk flux formula at the surface. As the increase
in water vapor SW absorptivity stabilizes the atmosphere,
the Hadley circulation weakens and the midlatitude jet
shifts poleward, leading to a weakening of surface winds,
thereby reducing the evaporation. A shallower PBL associ-
ated with a more stable atmosphere also acts to reduce the
evaporation. Moreover, higher SWA cools the surface and
the resulting decrease in saturation vapor pressure at the
ocean surface contributes further evaporation reduction.
The net evaporation reduction over the ocean surface is
strongly coupled to the decreased convective heating in the
free atmosphere, effectively compensating the increased
SWA aloft.

Even though the SW forcing profile due to altered water
vapor SW absorptivity is nearly zonally uniform over the trop-
ical Pacific, the SST decrease is larger in the eastern than the
western equatorial Pacific, featuring a La Niña–like cooling
pattern. Decomposition of the contributions to SST gradient
reveal that this is partly because the evaporative damping effi-
ciency is smaller in the eastern than the western equatorial
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FIG. 15. The intermodel regression of equatorial (58S–58N) SST pattern (SST*) onto the global-mean SWA in (a)
CMIP5 and (b) CMIP6 preindustrial simulations. The regression line for the actual SST* is plotted in a gray line and
that for SST* induced by the surface SW fluxes in blue. The intermodel regression of the SST* induced by AMIP
SW fluxes onto the global-mean SWA is denoted as cyan lines, where the available 19 (30) subsets of CMIP5
(CMIP6) models are used. Note that the regression coefficients are multiplied by two intermodel standard deviations
of global-mean SWA (2sSWA), of which the magnitude is inserted in the lower left corner. The intermodel regression
of SST* induced by each surface flux component onto the zonal asymmetry in SST (DSSTEW) in (c) CMIP5 and
(d) CMIP6. The description for each component is provided in section 4. The eastern (2308–2708E) and western
(1208–1608E) equatorial Pacific used for calculating DSSTEW are shaded in gray. Note that the statistically significant
regression values according to the t test at the 95% confidence level are in thicker lines.
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Pacific associated with the contrast in the climatological
SST. In addition, the enhanced SWA leads to a local
increase in low cloud amount over the eastern equatorial
Pacific, leading to an enhanced zonal contrast in the equa-
torial Pacific SST.

We show that the water vapor SW absorptivity experiments
with the CESM model have implications for the intermodel
uncertainty of the tropical Pacific SST pattern in CMIP multi-
model ensemble. The models with a higher global-mean SWA
simulate a more La Niña–like mean state over the tropical
Pacific. Although the uncertainties in ocean dynamics and/or
cloud parameterization are the dominant cause of the intermo-
del spread of east–west asymmetry in the tropical Pacific SST,
the intermodel regression analysis reveals a contribution from
the SW cloud effect in CMIP6, which in turn arises from the
spread in the water vapor SW absorptivity. To our knowledge,
this is the first study to address the SWA impact on the spatial
pattern of the tropical Pacific climate. Our results provide
valuable insights to the notorious cold tongue biases (Mechoso
et al. 1995; Lin 2007; Flato et al. 2013; Stouffer et al. 2017).

Our experiments demonstrate that altered water vapor SW
absorptivity can modulate the tropical Pacific SST pattern
through changes in cloud radiative effects. It is interesting to
note a substantial change in SW cloud effect, despite that the
direct effect of an altered water vapor SW absorptivity is on
the clear-sky SW fluxes. This suggests an important way in
which uncertainties in the parameterization of SW absorption
can lead to uncertainties in cloud radiative effects. Our find-
ings reinforce the importance of improving the parameteriza-
tion of SW absorption (Kelley et al. 2020) for increasing the
fidelity of climate models in simulating the mean climate state.
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APPENDIX

Extension of the APRP Method

For the APRP method, the one-layer radiation model is
adopted to represent the interaction of SW fluxes between
the atmosphere and surface (Fig. A1). Of the incident solar
radiation S, a fraction m is absorbed by the atmosphere, a
fraction g is reflected by the atmosphere, and the remainder
is transmitted to the surface. Of the solar radiation transmit-
ted through the atmosphere, a fraction a is reflected at the
surface, of which a fraction g is reflected from the atmosphere
back toward the surface again on the return pass. This is
repeated for infinite passes. Note that the atmospheric absorp-
tion and reflection occur simultaneously at the first downward
pass motivated by Donohoe and Battisti (2011).

In this one-layer radiation model, the total reflected
SW radiation at TOA (SWTOA

↑ ) and total incident SW
radiation toward SFC (SWSFC

↓ ) can be expressed as the
sum of an infinite geometric series, with ag as the com-
mon ratio. Then, the planetary albedo (A) and surface
incident ratio (Qs) are expressed as a function of radia-
tive properties:

A a,g,m( ) �
SWTOA

↑
s

� g 1 1 2 m 2 g( ) 1 2 g( )a 1 1 ag 1 a2g2 1 · · ·( )
� g 1

1 2 m 2 g( ) 1 2 g( )
1 2 ag

a, (A1)

FIG. A1. Schematic of one-layer radiation model used in this study. S, m, g, and a indicate the insolation, atmospheric
absorptivity, atmospheric reflectivity, and surface albedo; TOA is top of atmosphere; SFC is surface.
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Qs a, g,m( ) �
SWSFC

↓
S

� 1 2 m 2 g( ) 1 1 ag 1 a2g2 1 · · ·( )
� 1 2 m 2 g( )

1 2 ag
: (A2)

To account for the effect of clouds, all-sky radiative
fluxes at each grid point (R) are divided into the clear-sky
(Rclr) and overcast-sky (Roc) fluxes, weighted by the total-
column cloud area fraction (clt) following Taylor et al.
(2007):

R � 1 2 clt( ) 3 Rclr 1 clt 3 Roc: (A3)

Note that Roc can be calculated from the standard model
outputs R, Rclr, and clt. The one-layer radiation model is
applied to each of Rclr and Roc. Accordingly, radiative prop-
erties for the single-column model are calculated for clear-
and overcast-sky fluxes:

A � SWTOA
↑
S

, Qs �
SWSFC

↓
S

, a � SWSFC
↑

SWSFC
↓

: (A4)

The atmospheric absorptivity is defined as the difference
between the fraction of net SW fluxes absorbed at TOA
and SFC:

m � (1 2 A) 2 Qs(1 2 a): (A5)

The atmospheric reflectivity is then derived from Eq. (A2):

g � 1 2 m 2 Qs

1 2 aQs
: (A6)

In Eqs. (A3)–(A6), the radiative properties for clear-sky
(aclr, mclr, gclr) and overcast-sky (aoc, moc, goc) are fitted to
the climate model output. Radiative properties for the over-
cast-sky are calculated assuming that the non-cloud atmo-
spheric constituents in the overcast-sky absorb and reflect
the same amount of SW fluxes as in the clear-sky. That is,
the transmittance in overcast-sky is the product of transmit-
tance in clear-sky and cloud, applied to m and g in the
same way:

1 2 moc � 1 2 mclr
( )

3 1 2 mcld
( )

,

1 2 goc � 1 2 gclr
( )

3 1 2 gcld
( ) · (A7)

This results in seven radiative properties (clt, aclr, aoc,
mclr, mcld, gclr, gcld) representing the SW radiative transfer
in the climate model. Next, we extend the methodology
for TOA SW decomposition in the original APRP
method (Taylor et al. 2007) to the surface component in a
parallel way. First, A [Eq. (A1)] and Qs [Eq. (A2)] of the
climate model become a function of the seven radiative
properties:

Aclr aclr,gclr,mclr( ) � gclr 1
1 2 mclr 2 gclr
( )

1 2 gclr
( )

1 2 aclrgclr
aclr, (A8)

Aoc aoc;gold,mcla, gclr,mclr( )

� goc 1
1 2 moc 2 goc
( )

1 2 goc
( )

1 2 anngnf
aoc, where

moc � 1 2 1 2 mclr
( )

3 1 2 mcld
( )

,

goc � 1 2 1 2 gclr
( )

3 1 2 gcld
( )

, (A9)

A clt,aclr,aoc,mclr,mcld,gclr,gcld
( ) � 1 2 clt( ) 3 Aclr

1 clt 3 Aoc, (A10)

Qs,clr aclr,gclr,mclr( ) � 1 2 mclr 2 gclr
( )

1 2 aclrgclr
, (A11)

Qs,oc aoc,gcld,mcld,gclr,mclr( ) � 1 2 moc 2 goc
( )

1 2 aocgoc
, where

moc � 1 2 1 2 mclr
( )

3 1 2 mcld
( )

,

goc � 1 2 1 2 gclr
( )

3 1 2 gcld
( )

; and (A12)

Qs clt,aclr,aoc,mclr,mcld,gclr,gcld
( ) � 1 2 clt( )

3 Qs,clr 1 clt 3 Qs,oc: (A13)

The changes in planetary albedo (dA) and surface inci-
dent ratio (dQs) due to each radiative property can be esti-
mated by Eqs. (A10) and (A13). The forward and back-
ward substitution are averaged to estimate a contribution
from each radiative property, following Colman (2003):

dAt � 1
2
A t2,o1( ) 2 A t1,o1( )[ ]

1
1
2

A t2,o2( ) 2 A t1, o2( )[ ]
,

(A14)

dQs,t � 1
2

Qs t2,o1( ) 2 Qs t1,o1( )[ ]

1
1
2
Qs t2, o2( ) 2 Qs t1,o2( )[ ]

, (A15)

where t denotes target radiative property, o denotes all
other six radiative properties, and d denotes the difference
between state 1 and state 2.

Meanwhile, the net SW flux at the TOA and SFC are

SWTOA
net � S 2 SWTOA

↑ � 1 2 A( )S, and (A16)

SWSFC
net � SWSFC

↓ 2 SWSFC
↑ � Qs 1 2 a( )S, (A17)

and the changes in SW flux at the TOA and SFC are

dSWTOA
net � d 1 2 A( )S[ ] � 1 2 A( )dS 2 SdA and (A18)

dSWSFC
net � d Qs 1 2 a( )S[ ]

� Qs 1 2 a( )dS 2 QsSda 1 1 2 a( )SdQs, (A19)
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where the terms without d are the average between the two
states, and the covariance terms are ignored.

Substituting Eq. (A14) into (A18) and Eq. (A15) into
(A19), SW flux responses at the TOA and SFC can be
attributed to the change in each radiative property:

dSWTOA
net � 1 2 A( )dS 2 S dAaclr 1 dAaoc

[ ] · · ·
2 S dAclt 1 dAmcld

1 dAgcld

[ ]
2 S dAgcir 1 dAmclr

[ ]
� dSWTOA

S 1 dSWTOA
a 1 dSWTOA

cld 1 dSWTOA
ncld

(A20)

dSWSFC
net � Qs 1 2 a( )dS

1 2QsSda 1 S 1 2 a( ) dQs,aclr 1 dQs,aoc

( )[ ] · · ·
1 S 1 2 a( ) dQs;clt 1 dQs;mcld

1 dQs;gcld

( )
1 S 1 2 a( ) dQs;mclr

1 dQs;gclr

( )
� dSWSFC

S 1 dSWSFC
a 1 dSWSFC

cld 1 dSWSFC
neld ,

(A21)

where subscripts S, a, cld, and ncld denote the contributions
from the change in insolation, surface albedo, cloud proper-
ties, and non-cloud atmospheric constituents, respectively.
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